Sankalp

A pledge to change

NIT JAMSHEDPUR
About Us

We are a group of people with diverse interest & background sharing a common fire burning within us. It is the energy of the flame of this fire which keeps us motivated to work in the direction of improvement & educational enrichment of the young children of India, citizens of tomorrow. Through Sankalp we are spreading the light of knowledge to these children with an aim to capture these hidden talents within our nation and provide them with quality education. Initially we have targeted Mohan Nagar, a slum behind Hostel–C, NIT Jamshedpur to achieve this purpose.

Sankalp NIT-JSR chapter on now is quite young and energetic. Currently it is working in the area located at the outskirts of NIT JSR campus. The families residing here have their major sources of income from the industrial hub situated at Adityapur. Most of them are daily workers and as such, can't afford proper education for their children. Students from NIT Jamshedpur campus along with some hired professionals provide these children elementary education, in accordance to a standard syllabus.

The number of students’ benefiting from this movement is nearly 280 & we are grateful to have the cooperation & dedication of some 110 volunteers of our institute. Stationery, books & other requirements are arranged by Sankalp NIT Jamshedpur free of cost for students. Sankalp NIT Jamshedpur not only provides them education, but also ensures that they indulge themselves into various extra co-curricular activities for their overall development.
Vision

To channelize the power of the educated youth for upliftment of the society through improvements in education, health and livelihood of the underprivileged section of society.
Objectives

- Providing better educational opportunities to underprivileged children.
- Mentoring children for their all-round development.
- Spreading awareness about social issues.
- Working hand-in-hand with NGOs in the general interest of humanity.
Activities and Initiatives

- We run three centers with a total of eight rooms where kids from class 1 to class 9 get education free of cost.
- About 280 students are studying at Sankalp centers.
- Tests are conducted on a regular basis to measure the performance of students.
- 12 teachers hired on a permanent basis for the primary sections, higher class are taught by Sankalp volunteers.
- Sankalp bears the expenses of 15 children who go to reputed schools. This includes transportation fee, school fee, admission fee and stationery.
- Sankalp has organized a trip to Tata Zoological Park with the help of Tata Steel for 29 kids.
- Sankalp now has a full-fledged functioning library for the kids.
- Tata Steel has donated a laptop to Sankalp for promoting interactive learning.
- We have organized over 10 health camps in association with BrahmaKumariSamaj and XLRI.
- Different departments of Sankalp take care of maintenance of center, sponsorship programme, academic, and finance and website management.
- To promote beyond textbook learning, interactive learning is encouraged wherein drawing classes, lessons on simple logic, solving puzzles and word games is held for kids.
Students admitted in different school by Sankalp:

- 10 in Gayatri Shiksha Niketan, Adityapur
- 3 in SKPS, Bistupur
- 1 in Central Public School, Adityapur
- 1 in St. Dominic Public School, Patna

We celebrate Republic day and Independence Day with great enthusiasm.
Future Plans

- Establishing libraries in slum areas.
- Improving the lives of the poor through technological innovation.
- Expanding SANKALP educational centers to other educational institutions.
- Getting more number of students enrolled to good schools every year.
- Arranging vocational training courses for the women in slums.
- Emphasizing adult literacy.
- Computer education for children.
Be a part of our journey...

- Volunteer for our initiative.
- Sponsor our events.
- Become an education guardian by sponsoring children.
- Assist us in whatever way you can.

Donations can be made in the form of cash, cheque and demand draft drawn in the favour of “SANKALP’ payable at Jamshedpur. You can also transfer funds online into our account:-

“SANKALP” A/C No.-31114719936
CIF No: 85757412911
IFSC Code: SBIN0001882
MICR Code: 831002004
Branch code: (1882)
Branch: SBI- RIT JAMSHEDPUR

For any further queries, information or clarification, please contact us at:

www.sankalpniitjamshedpur.org
Techies of NIT do their bit to educate poor

NIT students start health programme

NIT students on anti-tobacco drive in schools
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